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Areas of Use:
*apartment complexes
*hotels
*amusement parks
*cities and counties
*dealerships
*theatres
*construction companies
*grounds maintenance
*school districts

TM

OMEGA A.F.S. is the ultimate driveway sealer. The advanced gel formula enables the product to stay completely mixed in the container
and eliminates the need for stirring. No more mess or extra work as
OMEGA A.F.S. applies easier, cleaner and faster! Advanced
spaceage polymers provide superior durability and lasting protection
for your blacktop surface. OMEGA A.F.S. fills cracks up to 1/8” and
seals worn surfaces. It restores beauty while protecting and preserving your valuable blacktop pavements. OMEGA A.F.S. offers the
longest protective finish and is the best choice for your driveway,
guaranteed.
PREPARATION: Driveways must be cleaned with MEGA POWER,
spray on cleaner and degreaser before seal coating. For oil stains,
apply MEGA POWER liberally and scrub into surface to penetrate oil
spots. This step promotes proper bonding and will help prevent adhesion failures. Repair cracks and holes with OMEGA P.D.S. rubberized crack filler and patching products for long lasting results.
APPLICATION: Mix well. Apply with brush/squeegee applicator. If
pavement gets hotter than 85°F, mist with water to cool surface so
sealer doesn not dry too fast. However, do not allow water to puddle.
Apply OMEGA A.F.S. in thin coats, as two thinner layers adhere better than one thick one. Do not apply to steeply sloped surfaces 20
degrees incline or more, as this may present a slip hazard. If slope
is in question, test small area first, before applying to entire area.
Note: Newly paved surfaces must cure at least 12 months before
applying sealer.
COVERAGE RATE: Coverage rates vary depending upon the condition of the existing surface. A rush and/or squeegee works best,
allowing the sealer to penetrate the driveway surface. Working in a
small area at a time apply thin coat, brushing away and sealed.
Driveway must cure approx. 2-4 hours for foot traffic and 24-48 hours
for vehicle traffic. Humid, or cloudy conditions may prolong curing
time. Two thin coats are strongly recommended. Thick coats will
result in uneven coverage, tracking and drying problems. Apply second coat perpendicular to the first after the first coat has cured
approx. 3-6 hours. Approximate coverage for driveways in GOOD
CONDITION: 400 SQ.FT./5 GAL. PAIL; AVERAGE CONDITION; 350
SQ. FT/5 GAL. PAIL.
CLEAN-UP: Soap and water when wet, or NATURAL WAY (diluted),
a orange citrus cleaner when dry.

Appearance and odor........................N/A
Specific Gravity..................................N/A
% Votile by Volome............................0%
NFPA Fire Rating...............................Non-Flammable
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